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Advanced materials are rapidly being developed in different material categories. They share little

commonalities apart from their novelty, which raises concerns that these materials may fall into a

regulatory gap with potentially inappropriate risk management. But how to assess materials that are still

under development? Here we present the Advanced Materials Earliest Assessment (AMEA) approach to fill

this gap by proposing simple assessment steps and guidance for design rules meant to be applied by

innovators in early material development phases (ideation, business case and lab phases). AMEA provides a

structured approach to exploit the available knowledge at each phase, starting from the intended product,

application and global region, starting also from the conventional material in the same application, of which

the sustainability benefits and sustainability challenges often constitute the motivation for advanced

material development. During the lab phase, AMEA recommends focusing on acquisition of data with

discriminating power, and triggers more requirements and/or specific testing methods depending on the

positioning of the material with respect to the three dimensions “nano-enabled?”, “advanced?”, and

“containing particles?” The methodological part can be amended for other material classes without

relevance of nanostructures. Similarity and ranking approaches compare material versions synthesized in

lab phases against each other and the conventional material in terms of performance, lifecycle emissions/

exposures and hazards. AMEA prioritizes the discriminating power of specific data to refine the design

targets instead of using generic assumptions with high uncertainties. It is the entry point of the HARMLESS

decision support system covering the ensuing pilot and launch phases of innovation management to fulfill

safe-and-sustainable-by-design material development.
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Environmental significance

Advanced materials are novel by their very nature. The assessment of their potential sustainability benefits, environmental safety and human safety, is
more uncertain than with conventional materials, and should start at the earliest phases of innovation. Here we provide structured guidance for the design
and assessment of advanced materials, supported by categorizations and comparative screening approaches. We strongly differentiate the recommended
consideration and testing between the ideation phase, business case phase and laboratory phase. Comparison to known sustainability issues of the sector
of intended use or known safety issues of specific material classes can direct industrial research resources towards the most sustainable alternative.
However, none of the screening approaches targets the level of certainty of regulatory assessment, which remains reserved for the few materials that reach
market introduction.
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1. Introduction

The term “advanced materials” (AdMa) is frequently used in
innovation steering, but is often open to interpretation. The
term obviously relates to a material, which is also not a
properly defined term, but in the innovation context it does
not designate a raw resource, nor a consumer product, nor
waste. The comparative qualifier advanced invokes the
existence of other materials that are not as advanced, and
one could denote these as “conventional materials” (CoMa).
Motivated by this positioning in the value chain, which
matched the focus of chemical industry, and further
motivated by the connotation of technological progress,
many producers in the chemical industry have designated
their research and development units as “advanced” or
“smart”. To name a few: “DuPont Advanced Materials”,
“Altech Advanced Materials”, “Dow Advanced Building
Materials”, “BASF SE, Advanced Materials & Systems Research
(2012–2022)”, “Evonik Operations, Smart Materials”.

However, with regulators the connotation of novelty1 also
raised concerns that advanced materials (AdMa) may fall into
a regulatory gap of unnoticed risks, or inappropriate methods
of risk assessment and risk management.2 It is also
frequently questioned if advanced or smart materials create
new hazards or new risks not known from conventional
materials.3,4 To structure the unknown territory, national
authorities5 and the OECD working party on manufactured
nanomaterials (WPMN) have taken the lead. The discussions
among global regulators resulted in a description of the term
AdMa released by the OECD WPMN in July 2022, shown in
Box 1.6 The WPMN did not intend to develop a formal
definition for AdMa, but noted that work is ongoing in ISO
TC 229 on such a formal definition, which has not yet been
released. The WPMN also noted that synonyms were
conceivable for the terms “manufactured”, “enhanced”,
“targeted”, “rationally designed” or “improved” like
“specifically engineered”, “superior”, “novel”. This vague
terminology creates ambiguity and uncertainty among
innovators, who do not know if their existing or future
products are considered as AdMa, and if yes, what
implications this might have.

Innovators in industry and academia founded the
Advanced Materials Initiative (AMI2030). The recent AMI2030
Roadmap is probably the most reliable foresight on the
intended uses and very diverse types of materials that
industry will commercialize in the coming decade.7 The
present draft has a very broad scope (Box 1) and has been co-
created by the signatories of the Materials 2030 Manifesto,7

the relevant European Technology Platforms EUMAT
(European Technology Platform for Advanced Engineering
Materials and Technologies), SUSCHEM (European
Technology Platform for Sustainable Chemistry
Technologies), MANUFUTURE (European Technology
Platform for assuring the future of a competitive, sustainable
and resilient European manufacturing) and the Energy
Materials Industrial Initiative (EMIRI). The Manifesto focused

on solution-oriented AdMa which will offer faster, scalable
and efficient responses to the challenges of the green and
digital transition of the European Union (EU), and is thus a
response to the United Nations Sustainability Goals8 – if the
innovations are safe and sustainable.

Also in science, the term “Advanced Materials” has a
history. Since more than 30 years, the scientific journal
“Advanced Materials” publishes “the very best in materials
science”, and describes its scope by yet another list (Box 1)
that is very diverse, and not all categories may require special
assessment approaches. The long and successful history of
this journal supports the WPMN notion of “what are

Box 1: Descriptions of advanced materials by different
stakeholders

Advanced Materials journal description (accessed 2023, representing a
scientific perspective): “Keywords: materials science, nanotechnology,
liquid crystals, semiconductors, superconductors, optics, lasers,
sensors, porous materials, light emitting materials, ceramics,
biological materials, magnetic materials, thin films, colloids, energy
materials, photovoltaics, solar cells, biomaterials, photonics,
ferroelectrics, multiferroics, metamaterials, drug delivery, cancer
therapy, tissue engineering, imaging, self-assembly, hierarchical
materials, batteries, supercapacitors, thermoelectrics, polymers,
nanomaterials, nanocomposites, nanotubes, nanowires, nanoparticles,
carbon, diamond, fullerenes”. “Progress in materials science every
week for over 30 years. Cutting edge of the chemistry and physics of
functional materials. Pronounced interdisciplinarity”.14

OECD WPMN description (2022),6 representing a regulatory perspective:
“In this context, AdMa are understood as materials that are rationally
designed to have

- new or enhanced properties, and/or

- targeted or enhanced structural features

with the objective to achieve specific or improved functional
performance. This includes both new emerging manufactured
materials, and materials that are manufactured from traditional
materials. This also includes materials from innovative manufacturing
processes that enable the creation of targeted structures from starting
materials, such as bottom-up approaches. It is acknowledged that what
are currently considered as AdMa will change with time”.

Advanced Materials Initiative AMI2030 (2022),7,15 representing an
innovator perspective: the Materials 2030 Manifesto exemplifies how
advanced materials share much more cross-cutting commonalities
across all the different markets they serve than apparent at first sight,
notably to address four major materials' challenges: circularity, zero-
pollution, climate contribution, traceability. Nine materials innovation
markets (MIMs) in the areas of health, construction, new energies,
transport, home & personal care, packaging, textiles, agriculture, and
electronic appliance have been selected as a first basis for the creation
of the Materials 2030 initiative. Cross cutting R&D challenges related to
materials processing and scale up match the previously defined
industrial needs and priorities: 1) process optimization; 2)
decarbonization; 3) mass customization; 4) zero defect production; 5)
circular economy; 6) multi-materials processing; and 7) new materials
processes.
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currently considered as AdMa will change with time”. In a
visionary scoping strategy, now a decade ago, the platform
“Design and Advanced Materials As a Driver of European
Innovation” (DAMADEI) has structured the term “advanced
materials” into several material categories, among them
“nanomaterials”, and a very similar list was provided by the
temporary committee “Materials Science and Engineering
Expert Committee” (MatSEEC).9,10 The AdMa categories of
DAMADEI and MatSEEC are mostly consistent and can be
easily merged as follows:

• Active material (e.g. stimuli-responsive)
• Composite (advanced if e.g. multi-structural)
• Manufacturing (advanced if e.g. additive manufacturing/

3-D-printing)
• Textiles or Fibers (advanced if e.g. sensing)
• Biobased and/or biodegradable
• Nanomaterials
• Ceramic or cementitious
• Coating or targeted surface properties
• Foils and films
• Gels and foams
• Alloys
• Polymers (advanced if e.g. “high-performance”)
With these differences in how AdMa is perceived among

regulators, innovators, and scientists, it becomes challenging
to guide an AdMa risk assessment – and especially during
early innovation phases where the materials are under
development with very little data available. In the absence of
a unifying technological AdMa feature (such as e.g. the size
scale for nanomaterials),2 a categorization is needed, which
firstly must differentiate AdMa from CoMa,11 but also
between different AdMa classes (e.g. by industry sector, or by

toxicological mode of action, or other criteria).12 Here we
present such a categorization framework and targeted
recommendations to enable identification of specific
concerns for screening and assessment and to provide
criteria to guide safe and sustainable development of AdMa
at the earliest innovation phases, namely the ideation,
business case, and laboratory phases.13 To reflect this
positioning of the framework, it is termed Advanced
Materials Earliest Assessment (AMEA). The AMEA is meant to
be used by innovators in a small or median enterprise (SME)
as well as in industry, who are supported by an interactive
online version (see https://diamonds.tno.nl/projects/
harmlesspublic) which does not include the intricate
scientific reasoning outlined in the present paper.

2. Development of the AMEA concept

The present contribution originated from the InnoMat.Life
(BMBF) and HARMLESS (EU-H2020) projects, which focused
on AdMa and nanomaterials, including nano-enabled AdMa.
The specific call texts for these EU projects created a focus in
our categorization approaches. Nevertheless, the tiered
assessment scheme is designed to be generally applicable to
all AdMa, and can easily be amended with respect to specific
data/method requirements for other types of AdMa, such as
biologicals or polymers or others.

2.1. Categorisation

Categories of AdMa were originally posited by DAMADEI and
MatSEEC platforms, but these platforms had mixed more
generic and highly specific categories.9,10 Here we merged

Fig. 1 Entry point to the “Advanced Materials Earliest Assessment” (AMEA): three dimensions (particles; nano-enabled; advanced) and their
decision criteria. See Table 1 for implications of the “advanced” dimension for risk screening and assessment methods. See Fig. 3 for the
implications of the “nano” and “particle” dimensions. The three dimensions and each of their implications together constitute the AMEA scheme.
See the Glossary for abbreviations.
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and amended the more general material categories, including
those from AMI2030.7 The InnoMat.Life scheme proposed to
firstly sort materials by their material categories (as by the
above DAMADEI/MatSEEC list), and then additionally to
categorise them in three dimensions that have relevant
implications for the risk assessment (criteria in Fig. 1). The
considerations for the three dimensions are:

1. Does the material consist of particles (of any size and
shape)? Does it contain particles?

As explained by the JRC report considering the
implications of different definitions,16 this criterion would be
fulfilled for a powder, but not for a reinforced plastic
composite, and not for a paint formulation, which contains
particles but also contains the water phase with many other

constituents. All materials consisting of particles differ from
other materials in their transport properties, and in their
potential (eco)toxicological hazard concerns. Also materials
that contain particles are in scope of the assessment, but will
trigger different testing methods with a focus on lifecycle,
because their use and disposal may induce releases of
fragments, especially in cases of matrix degradation,17 which
induces releases also from materials that do not even contain
particles. It is important to note, that the wording “consist”
prepares, if the innovation progresses to registration and
market launch, the regulatory distinction between substances
(which may consist of particles) and articles (which in
general do not consist of particles).

2. Is the material nano-enabled?

Fig. 2 Categories with examples sorted according to the three dimensions of the AMEA framework. Advanced materials or advanced processes
are listed in italic red font; manufacturing processes are indicated as arrows. This categorization leads to four quadrants for each of which Fig. 3
provides assessment recommendations. See Glossary for abbreviations.
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Inspired by the revised Swiss precautionary matrix, we
recognize that often regionally different but legally binding
regulatory definitions exist,18 and specifically if consisting of
particles, the revised EU recommendation of a regulatory
definition of nanomaterials (2022) shall be applied as
assessment criterion,19 if the new material is developed for
the EU region. The ISO term “nano-enabled” comprises also
macroscopic materials with internal nano-porosity or with
nanostructured surfaces, which are out of scope of the EU
regulatory definition.20

3. Is the manufacturing process or the material itself
considered as “advanced”?

We aligned with the OECD WPMN rationale (Box 1) that
AdMa are made by rational design to have new or enhanced
properties for specific performance, using precise control of
its composition and internal structure, and/or are
transformed through advanced manufacturing techniques.6

We refine this description and differentiate incremental
innovation from AdMa by additional qualitative
characteristics,21 specifically inherent physicochemical or
biological attributes, or novel use of CoMa or unique
combination of CoMa (examples in Fig. 2). We abstain from a
quantitative metric, because for some sectors of use and
material categories already a 1% improvement in functional
performance is a significant achievement, while in others an
order of magnitude is required to disrupt the status quo.7,21

Advanced manufacturing processes can generate concerns on
occupational safety in a similar manner as the use of
advanced materials by conventional processes. However, the
assessment of the use and disposal of parts made by
advanced processes is identical to that of parts made by
conventional processes.

By a tabular format, the three-dimensional categorisation
can be easily displayed with four quadrants, listing for each
quadrant some black (CoMa), and/or some red (AdMa)
entries (to describe eight categories) (Fig. 2). Importantly, all
entries in Fig. 2 are exemplary and not exclusive because
numerous other examples of additional CoMa or AdMa exist.
We strived to give examples of a property or feature that
would identify a certain material in this category as advanced
in the year 2023. In most cases this relies on a qualitatively
different behavior (e.g. readily biodegradable by OECD TG
301 criteria instead of biopersistent), whereas an incremental
advantage against the CoMa (e.g. 10% faster biodegradation
rate) does not identify a material as advanced. The logic of
excluding incremental innovations follows the proposals of
Kennedy et al., who posited that a material is no AdMa solely
because it is used in a novel way, or because it was developed
using advanced (or additive) manufacturing.21 As also stated
by the OECD WPMN, the relative novelty will cease to qualify
a material as “advanced” after some time. For example,
pigments were an AdMa in the 1920ies against the
conventional dyes, and largely resolved their safety issues
(such as leaching), but nowadays pigments are conventional
materials. Typically, four criteria with “AND” logic support
identification as CoMa (Fig. 1): if a material can be obtained

(1) for more than a decade, (2) from several (typically >10)
suppliers, (3) in similar quality, and (4) in ton scale then we
consider it a CoMa. Because the innovations of the AMI2030
roadmap do not match the CoMa description, they support
the AMEA CoMa/AdMa criteria.15 However, the criteria
remain indicative and there may be borderline cases that
fulfill both the above CoMa description and AdMa
description.

The material category and the identification as nano-
enabled and/or advanced and/or particle can be used to
provide specific guidance for the safety assessment (section
2.2) and are relevant in several global jurisdictions. The
material category additionally supports the sustainability
assessment (section 3.2) in the European Safe-and-
Sustainable-by-Design (SSbD) context and provides insights
into regulatory preparedness (section 3.3).

2.2. Data requirements for early phases of StageGate

Data requirements for all dimensions of decision-making
increase in number, specificity and required certainty from
gate to gate in the StageGate® process (Fig. SI_1†).22,23 The
iterative tiering of decisions and developments in “gates” and
“stages” is the very heart of innovation management.22,23 For
all categories listed in Fig. 2, and especially for the AdMa, we
aim to support the assessment and guidance at early stages
of R&D, when essentially nothing is known except for the
idea to serve a certain market need. At this stage, the
combined technical and commercial probability of success is
low (typically 2% in the idea phase),24–26 and thus the
introduction of the idea to the market is very unlikely.
Accordingly, decision-support tools must reduce uncertainty
at minimal cost by considering the most important factors
only.22,23,27 Many tools have been developed for sustainability
assessment of chemicals in general or AdMa in particular
(see section 3.1), but most of them do not consider
adequately the different reasons of lack of data (see also
ESI†). AMEA instead builds on best practice in industry,
where criteria of safety and sustainability are integrated into
the decisions to be made at each gate.28 Examples were
published e.g. by Unilever,29 Solvay,30 Evonik31 or BASF.32 In
the following we introduce the tiered logic (Table 1), and
then provide specific guidance for AdMa in section 3.3. The
AMEA approach serves the need of SME and industry to
perform very early screenings with tiered data requirements
that are adapted to the ripeness of the innovation project:

• During the ideation phase (before gate 2, Fig. SI_1†), the
technology readiness level (TRL,36,37 see also ESI†) is around
1 to 3: a market need has been identified, and a design is
being developed for a certain P-A-R. Here design principles
for exposure during lifecycle, hazard, and sustainability are
key to guide the innovation:

∘ With respect to sustainability, design targets of the
AdMa product are derived from the sustainability deficiencies
of the CoMa product for the same application target.

Environmental Science: Nano Paper
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∘ Design principles focus on warning signs from existing
materials, e.g. the late lessons from early warnings
(Harremoës et al. 2001)1 and on circularity (Table 1).

∘ The intended use that is captured by the P-A-R allows a
qualitative identification of hot spots, where emission into
the environment and/or exposure of humans is likely. Often,
these hot spots are well known in the industry sector.

• During the business case phase (before gate 3, Fig.
SI_1†), the TRL is still unchanged, but the commercial
readiness is being improved by estimates of profitability (and
ECV) of key customers. The resources that would be needed
for further development in the next phases are planned,
including budgets and technical capabilities (in-house or at
partners). If all these considerations did not stop the project,

Table 1 Tiered guidance for assessment with specific implications of categorization as advanced (AdMa) or multicomponent (MC) material shown in
italic font. The tiered structure is consistent with industrial best practice on chemicals in general,33 and is not specific to nanomaterials. In HARMLESS,
the framework follows the agile StageGate model, but still we differentiated here between the two earliest phases for those companies following the full
five-stage process (Fig. SI_1†)22,23

Agile stage-gate Full stage-gate
Guidance for the assessment of safety and sustainability to be done during the
specific phase to support the investment decision (stop/go) in the next gate

Idea and screening phase Ideation phase
(before gate 2)

Sustainability: design idea for an innovation project
• Market need that is currently filled by unsustainable technology
Design principles: lifecycle
• Consider end-of-life, design for circularity
• Describe P-A-R = product, application, region33

and qualitatively identify potential hot spots
Design principles: properties to avoid, based on slate lessons
from early warnings:1

• Fibers fitting the World Health Organisation (WHO) criteria
• Persistency
• Widespread use
• Bioaccumulation
• Irreversible effects
• Novelty (= trigger of AdMa discussion)
• Heavy metals & other groups in generic approach

Business case phase
(before gate 3)

Exposure during lifecycle: refine design by known principles and benchmark cases:
• Refine hot spot analysis by SPERC of benchmark cases for the same P-A-R.34

Focus on use map of intended use and sector
• In case of advanced manufacturing: consider non-chemical hazards, e.g.,
process-generated concerns
Hazard: refine design by intrinsic properties
• In case of MC, assess hazard of individual components, of most similar CoMa
• Does structural similarity rank the AdMa target design significantly different from CoMa?
Assume H-phrases from the CLP regulation of CoMa as specific concerns to
avoid regrettable substitution
• Consider if enhanced technical property is likely to change biological interaction:
derive additional specific concerns
Sustainability: specifications
• AdMa specifications derived from the sustainability deficiencies of the CoMa
product for the same A-R target

Lab phase Lab phase
(before gate 4)

Exposure during lifecycle: release testing: use phase, end-of-life phase:
• Use stresses that are representative of intended use, e.g. ISO standards of
durability & performance testing
• Especially if MC: characterize the rate and form of release (check for transformation
or degradation of MC (NM))
Hazard: extrinsic properties = testing for specific concern:
• Perform physical–chemical characterization (by IATA)
• Apply similarity tools & rankings to assess if AdMa versions are significantly different
from each other and from CoMa
• Derive NAMs from guidance, where possible. If AdMa, perform QA/QC that AdMa
properties do not interfere with NAM
• Apply same NAM, same descriptor for new material and CoMa
• If MC(NM), perform test on released (transformed?) entities
• Option to show by data that AdMa is not similar to a group from
initial generic risk assessment and prioritization35

Sustainability: indicative rankings
• Data on performance, exposure, hazard that is specific to each
version enables an indicative
ranking and re-design priorities
• Re-assess the potential contribution of the AdMa to UN Sustainable
Development goals as compared to CoMa

Environmental Science: NanoPaper
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it is worthwhile to refine the design by known principles and
benchmark cases. At the end of the business case, the design
specifications are established as goals for the next phase.
Recommendations include:

∘ Exposure during lifecycle: for many sectors and uses,
one can rely on the preconfigured ECHA “use maps”, or
Specific Environmental Release Category (SPERC)34 of
benchmark cases for the same P-A-R (Table 1), or the
HotSpotScan tool.38 This type of generic data applies the
same values to AdMa and CoMa, and thus does not
differentiate them, but allows expert judgement by lifecycle
thinking to prioritize hot spots and corresponding hazard
endpoints.13

∘ Hazard: one can refine the design of intrinsic properties
(structure) by digital (in silico) tools of structural similarity to
known benchmark cases with well-known hazard classes.
Suitable digital tools do not exist yet for all material classes
and endpoints, but are increasingly powerful.39–41 If the
design space is very wide (many possible solutions for the
market need), this step consumes a lot of time and would be
shifted to the next phase, after narrowing of the design
space.

∘ Sustainability: as in the ideation phase.
∘ Budgeting for the lab phase: the project budget needs to

cover both innovation development and prioritized SSbD
screenings, to enable decision-making at gate 3. It must be
justified by the expected commercial value (ECV)42 of the
targeted product, application and region (P-A-R).33

• During the Lab phase (after gate 3, before gate 4, Fig.
SI_1†), the TRL must increase to 5 or 6,36 otherwise the
project will not pass gate 4. In this phase, the new material
comes into physical existence. Recommendations include:

∘ Synthesis: small quantities of many different versions
are generated, ideally guided by systematic variation of
parameters and systematic characterization.

∘ Physical–chemical characterization: this goes hand-in-
hand with the synthesis to check the properties against the
design specifications of the new material.

∘ Performance: as soon as lab-scale demonstrators are
generated, testing of the performance starts and allows
benchmarking of the AdMa against the CoMa for the same
market need (same A-R). A demonstrator means the
integration of the new material into the final product or
formulation and would be considered as an article (if ever
launched to market) in regulatory terms.

∘ Exposure during lifecycle: using the same lab-scale
demonstrators, testing of releases during the use phase and
end-of-life phase is possible, and ideally uses the same
stresses as relevant for the intended use, e.g. by using the
same standardized test with additional characterization (of
dust, leachates etc.).43–45 The assessment should address the
extent to which materials containing particles release these
particles.

∘ Hazard: digital (in silico) tools of structural similarity
can now be supported and refined by targeted testing of the
relevant extrinsic properties (NAM: in chemico, in vitro) for
the specific concern derived from the hot spots. IATAs, if
available, can guide the selection of relevant properties and
methods. Extensive research is ongoing to support by AOPs,
NAMs, tools, assays, and it is beyond scope of the present
contribution to recommend specific tools.

∘ Sustainability: sustainability assessment (by e.g. the
LICARA innovation scan46 or other tools) will still have to use
a lot of generic data copied from the CoMa benchmark, but
discriminating power may be good enough to provide an
indicative ranking of the different AdMa versions, based on
the data in raw materials, performance, exposure, and hazard
that is specific to each AdMa version.

Pilot and launch phases are out of scope of the present
AMEA scheme but are in scope of the other modules of the
HARMLESS framework and DSS. Typically, only one version
of the AdMa is continued in the pilot phase, and the value
chain from raw materials to consumer is being
demonstrated. Hence, from pilot phase, a life-cycle inventory
can be established by trained experts, to enable specific LCA
and sustainability assessment of the AdMa compared to the

Fig. 3 Implications of the “nano” and “particle” dimensions for the prioritization of concerns and for the selection of appropriate methods during
the lab phase screenings. For either of the four combinations (corresponding to the four quadrants categorized in Fig. 2), lab-phase
recommendations are given; additional action may be necessary, if a material is advanced and/or consists of multiple components.
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CoMa.13 By definition, a launch constitutes TRL 7 to 8.36 In
the above tiered approach, the certainty of assessment
increases from phase to phase as required for product
development. The assignment of data requirements and
criteria to certain innovation phases must remain flexible, as
explained in the following. Flexibility of data requirements is
routine practice in performance testing during industrial
R&D, where performance is often assessed only by screening
tests during lab phase, whereas standardized tests are
required for investment decision with high impact.
Furthermore, performance testing on demonstrator articles
of the integration into the customer's final product are
decisive, but more typical for the next phase (pilot phase).
Accordingly, also the release testing (for exposure) may need

to be shifted to pilot phase, because it depends on
demonstrators. The above assignment of data requirements
is adequate for an investment decision with high impact,
such as an innovation project that would lead (if passing all
gates) to the construction of a production facility in the
multi-ton scale, incurring costs of several million Euros. For
a more modest investment decision and/or more incremental
innovation goal, criteria would be shifted from ideation and
business phases to lab phase, and from lab phase to pilot
phase, and the overall probability of late surprises due to
failed safety criteria would still be low.

In the HARMLESS project, the ideation & business case
are considered as one phase, followed by the Lab phase, and
by the pilot & launch phase. This three-stage approach is

Box 2: Implications of categorization for data requirements and testing methods

• During the ideation phase, apply the universal design principles.13 One of the conventional warning signs, the “novelty”1,50 is in fact the trigger for the
entire elaborate concept on AdMa that we discuss here.

• If made by advanced manufacturing, consider non-chemical hazards, e.g. process-generated concerns. Examples include the intense laser radiation used
in the selective laser sintering process of powder-based 3D-printing, or large-scale robots that are used for 3D printing of concrete on construction sites.

• For all materials in the lab phase, it is recommended to perform physical–chemical characterization. Loosli et al. highlighted that among all physical–
chemical properties, dissolution was requested most frequently by IATAs for comparative assessment of nanomaterials.51

• If AdMa has multiple components, transformation is a bigger issue than for AdMa made of single substances.12 One should characterize the rate of
release and form of release, which may not be identical to the originally synthesized material, e.g. preferential leaching from advanced composite
materials, or unintentional triggering of the rare “active” AdMa.11 All composites are MC by definition.

• If AdMa has multiple components, hazards must be identified initially from the hazard of each component, even if mixture effects have to be considered
at higher TRL.11,12 For example on aerogel-glass fiber mats, one may initially screen for the hazard of the glass fiber and separately for hazard of the
aerogel, where the latter can be approximated by a CoMa of similar extreme porosity. One should, in later phases, perform hazard screenings not on the
originally synthesized material but also consider the released entities. This was originally demonstrated for nano-composite materials.43,52–55 To extrapolate
dose-related effects from screening tests to higher-tier tests, it may be necessary to test also a reconstituted pure form of a key transformation product, e.g.
AgS2 when testing a MCNM that leaches Ag. A MC-AdMa case study is given in the next section.

• In case of AdMa, apply similarity tools & rankings to assess if AdMa versions are significantly different from each other and from CoMa. If not, the
design space is less restricted in the next phase, and can be guided by performance and cost. If significantly different, such as in the example in the ESI,†
trade-offs must be weighed, which will require dedicated tools during the lab phase, before entering the pilot phase (to avoid investment decisions leading
to failure). As a default assumption, the H-phrases of the CoMa constitute the initial specific concerns of the AdMa.

• If AdMa, one must provide additional controls (QA/QC) that the methods are appropriate, e.g. by using several methods with complementary
measurement principles. For the prioritized endpoints of the specific concerns, NAMs incl. screenings tests of extrinsic properties should be compatible
with or derived from guidance or test guidelines, or from AOPs.11,33

• If nano-enabled and consisting of particles (upper right quadrant in Fig. 2), appropriate methods must be used for structural similarity (e.g. nanoQSARs,
although these may not be fully validated), in physical–chemical characterization and in the testing of extrinsic properties (e.g. screenings derived from
nano-specific test guidelines,56 IATAs for selection of most relevant properties57–60). At the lab phase, tests may, but do not need to fulfil guideline
requirements, and do not need GLP status; as GLP largely impacts speed and costs.

• If nano-enabled but not consisting of particles (upper left quadrant in Fig. 2), lifecycle-induced releases are recommended for testing.61 Hazard
screenings on released fragments is possible and relevant, as demonstrated on the example of organic aerogels.62

• If not nano-enabled but consisting of particles (lower right quadrant in Fig. 2), the conventional dust issues are to be considered. Especially the presence
of fibers fulfilling the criteria of the World Health Organisation (compare design principles, Table 1) must be avoided.

• If not nano-enabled and not consisting of particles (lower left quadrant in Fig. 2), other concerns should be prioritized. Examples are the sensitizing
issues of enzymes,63 or the persistence issue of plastics.
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more agile, but still we differentiated here between the two
earliest stages (ideation vs. business case) for those
companies following the full five-stage process (as in Fig.
SI_1†).22,23,32

2.3. Implications of categorisation for data requirements and
testing methods

While the implications of the three-dimensional
categorization (Fig. 1) can be shown in any safety screening
scheme, Box 2 and Fig. 3 specifically demonstrate the
implications for the lab phase of the screening scheme in
Table 1. The specific guidance for AdMa and MC materials in
Table 1 and Fig. 3 is highlighted. The implications are
cumulative: a material that is AdMa and nano-enabled
triggers both of the requirements or recommendations.

Considering again the above-mentioned focus in our
assessment schemes to nano-enabled materials, we maintain
that the AMEA logical flow of Table 1 can be amended for
other AdMa classes. As a specific example, the ECHA
restriction of intentionally produced primary microplastic47

and the upcoming plan to require registration of certain
polymers under REACH define assessment priorities for
materials containing polymers.48,49 It is entirely possible, but
beyond the scope here, to amend Table 1 by specific
requirements e.g. for materials that are biologicals, polymers,
or undefined and variable compositions. REACH has such
requirements for the registration, and one could take
inspiration from there for the early screenings at low TRL.

2.4. Exemplary case studies

Some of the entries in Fig. 2 reflect case studies that have
been categorized according to the AMEA initial questions
(Table SI_1†). Since the present AMEA conceptualization
precedes the demonstration, only one case study is published
yet,64 and all others are in the process of being evaluated
against the design principles and of being screened with

methods recommended for the lab phase by Table 1 and
Fig. 3. In short:

• AdMa with multiple components
Perovskites are oxides of multiple metals, some of which

were studied by the HARMLESS project with a rational design
for the qualitatively new functional performance21 of oxygen
storage capacity and catalytic activity, to replace traditional
wash coats in the canned three-way automotive exhaust
catalysts (Fig. 4, Table SI_1†). They are not commercialized
yet for this purpose, but due to the intended use, an “ex ante
LCA”13 identifies the hot spot of environmental fate of
potential wastewater from the precipitation synthesis and
potential occupational exposure during calcination. In
contrast, the screening deprioritized exposure by installation
and use in the car. Contrary to the AMEA recommendation,
no ECHA use maps exist for this purpose. The perovskites are
considered (Box 1) as AdMa with multiple components and
were tested in several variations of the basic structure of
LaCo0.475Ni0.475Pd0.05O3 (Fig. 4). The AMEA scheme
recommended to characterize the exposure during lifecycle,
specifically the rate of release of the contained heavy metals
and form of release (ionic or particle components) (Table 1).
The screenings were implemented by screening methods that
are compatible with OECD GD 318 (but not testing all the
media required for a TG318 study), for both dispersion
stability and leaching, and, incongruent leaching of the
different metal components was observed.65 Since the hot
spots included aquatic compartments due to production
waste water, point-of-entry bioaccumulation assessment was
performed on crustacean studies in the lab phase. It could be
followed up in later phases by algal interaction studies, and
finally confirmatory fish bioaccumulation studies.66

Furthermore, Table 1 recommended to apply similarity tools
and rankings to assess if AdMa versions (variations of
LaCo0.475Ni0.475Pd0.05O3) are significantly different from each
other and from CoMa. As CoMa, CeO2:Pd was selected, to
apply screenings of functional performance and of hazard.67

Fig. 4 Case study: perovskites intended for the use as canned automotive catalyst. AdMa versions differ in their mineralogical composition.
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Changing the mineralogical composition was mentioned as
under-used SSbD design strategy,68 but no standardized
methods exist to assess transformation of such inorganic
AdMa (recommended by Table 1). An ongoing OECD project
is developing guidance. As a next step e.g. LICARA innovation
scan46 or other tools of the HARMLESS DSS could be applied.

• Nano-enabled and consisting of particles
TiO2 as white pigment and also nanoforms of TiO2 serving

as UV filter in transparent sunscreens are conventional
materials that are available from numerous suppliers, are
tested and approved in many countries (Table SI_1†).
However, TiO2 nanofibers and nanocubes have targeted
inherent structural features (Fig. SI_2†) and are rationally
designed for other functional uses than the pigments and UV
filters. They are thus considered as AdMa (Box 1). The
intended use of the TiO2 cubes and fibers was not clearly
defined by the producer, allowing no hot spot analysis.
Following their production in powder form, the occupational
hot spot of powder handling with inhalation concerns can be
identified. Furthermore, the stiff and potentially
biopersistent TiO2 nanofibers violate design principles
(Table 1) and differed by a description of the crystallinity by
the supplier that was not usual for the CoMa. A suitable IATA
exists and recommends testing of biodissolution, surface
reactivity and in vitro macrophage interaction.58,59

Benchmark materials were selected from the JRC repository
with ample data from the EU Nano-Safety-Cluster. The results
(Table SI_1, Fig. SI_3†) confirmed pronounced effects of the
rigid TiO2 nanofibers and attributed them by similarity and
ranking (Fig. SI_3†) to the fiber shape (excluding this part of
the design space from further development), not the
crystallinity (leaving the design open for crystallinity). The
nanocubes, however, were similar to the CoMa benchmarks
(Table SI_2, Fig. SI_3†). These investigations required several
weeks by skilled labs. For the fibers (violating a design
principle) the data requirement in the lab phase was
considered adequate, but for the nanocubes (no violation of

design principles, and structurally similar to the CoMa), the
postponement of benchmarking from lab phase to pilot
phase would also have been adequate. The similarity to the
well-known benchmark materials from the JRC repository
allows the identification of safe uses.

• Nano-enabled and consisting of particles.
Quantum Dots, especially those with elaborate core-shell-

coating structures (Fig. 5) clearly have targeted inherent
structural features, and act as color converters by a
qualitatively different mechanism than conventional color
filters (Table SI_1†). They are known since more than a
decade, but can still be considered as AdMa, because the
structural design is complex and their large-scale commercial
use in TV screens is still recent and limited to few
suppliers.68–70 The recommendation (Table 1) to apply
similarity tools & rankings to assess if AdMa versions are
significantly different from each other and from CoMa was
implemented by Di Battista et al. by testing of biodissolution
and surface reactivity on a family of ZnCuInS–ZnS variations,
benchmarked against pure CuO.64 Additionally, reactivity was
tested on the release-adjusted doses of the pure Cu, In, Zn
ions, to fulfill also the recommendation to perform tests on
released entities (Table 1). One reactivity test with potential
AdMa interference (DCFH is among the recommended assays
but relies on fluorescence)71 was excluded. The functional
performance was screened by testing the quantum yield and
fluorescence spectra on the suspended particles, because a
customer capable of producing the integrated demonstrator
of light converter films was not involved at this low TRL
phase. Similarity metrics of Euclidean distance were applied
both to the hazard descriptors and to performance
descriptors, and as a next step e.g. LICARA innovation scan46

or other tools of the HARMLESS DSS could be applied.64

• Nano-enabled but not consisting of particles
Aerogel-fiber mats have inherent structural features that

are different from CoMa such as mineral wool or polymer
foams (Table SI_1†). Specifically, the aerogel-fiber mats are a

Fig. 5 Case study: quantum dots intended for the use as light converter in TV screens.
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rationally designed nanoporous structure supported inside a
fiber network, and achieve enhanced thermal insulation in a
sector where 10% improvement is considered significant.72–74

They are thus an AdMa now, but since they are increasingly
established in higher-value niches of the insulation
market,75,76 some stakeholders may consider aerogels now or
in a few years as CoMa. Following the recommendation to
test lifecycle-induced releases, incl. end of life by
nanospecific methods,61 the aerosol emission during the
scenario of “installation” and of “tear-down” was tested.
Following the recommendation to assess the form of release
(Table 1) and to ensure that the AdMa does not interfere with
the assay (Table 1), several complementary methods of
aerosol count and identification were combined in the
tests.77 Also the recommendation of hazard screenings on
released fragments is possible and relevant, as demonstrated
on the example of organic aerogels,62 which serve different
intended uses.

• Advanced manufacturing (some consisting of particles,
some nano-enabled)

By the OECD description, all targeted structures by
additive manufacturing are “advanced” (Box 1). In contrast,
the intermediate (polymer filament or metal powder or
concrete slurry), or the final 3D-printed part, is not
necessarily an AdMa only due to the manufacturing
process.21 For example, steel parts are routinely fabricated
from metal powders by the selective laser sintering process in
industry,78,79 and polymer filament printing is widespread for
consumers and other uses. Hot spots of releases due to metal
powder handling in industry and risk management by
enclosure are easily identified, serving also the management
of the non-chemical risk of high-intensity laser irradiation.
Hot spots for consumers by polymer fume evaporation are
known and are attributed to the combination of processing
conditions and chemical material.80 Additives in the
materials, or novel processes, e.g. robots, may give reason to
consider additive manufacturing as advanced manufacturing,
and this would trigger (Table 1) more requirements, in the
example on the leaching and release of the additives,81,82 and
on the non-chemical risks of the novel process.

3. Discussion
3.1. Comparison of AMEA to other tools for AdMa screening
during innovation process

Several recent reports support our position that – partially
due to EU funding policy – current approaches to the AdMa
field over-represent nano-enabled AdMa, especially those for
the health sector, with too few approaches for the chemical
space of AdMa in general, or alloys, or polymers, or
biotechnology.13,83 Some approaches focused entirely on the
sub-topic of “smart nanomaterials”, which they understand
as stimuli-responsive nanomaterials, which are currently
emerging for uses in food, food packaging, cosmetics and
agriculture. These materials are consistent with the “active
materials” class in DAMADEI and MatSEEC schemes, due to

the stimuli-responsiveness. Gottardo et al. argued that these
materials pose new challenges to safety and sustainability
assessment due to their complexity and dynamic behavior.4

Mech et al. also elaborated on smart nanomaterials as a case
study of the challenges of SSbD.3 But how many of the
material categories in Fig. 2 are actually stimuli-responsive?
One cannot generalize from this peculiar sub-topic to all
AdMa.2 An ECHA-mandated report on “next generation
nanomaterials” found no major regulatory gaps84 and instead
noted in the outlook that industry also uses synthetic routes
other than particles to induce internal nanostructure,
pointing to a report of the nanomat network.69 This is
consistent with the choice of dimensions in AMEA (Fig. 1),
leading to specific recommendations (Table 1).

In their seminal paper on risk assessment of AdMa,
Kennedy et al. were unfortunately not aware of the
visionary DAMADEI and MATSEEC contributions, stating in
2019 that no categorization scheme had been proposed,
but they nicely clarified that AdMa only partially overlap
with nanomaterials by AdMa “encapsulating the subset of
engineered nanomaterials that demonstrate unique
behavior”.21 Kennedy et al. also stated that advanced
materials do not all require an in-depth risk assessment,
since they may be benign, or may transform to lose unique
properties in the environment, or may not result in
exposure.21 In the present contribution we aimed to
progress beyond the very generic “conceptual groupings”
proposed by Kennedy et al., such as “enhanced property,
novel use” or “novel property, advanced manufacturing”,
from which they could not guide the risk assessment
without more specific identification of concerns and
appropriate methods. More recently, Valsami-Jones et al.
supported specifically that the categorization of AdMa
enables a differentiation based on properties and technical
criteria2 (in our terminology: P-A-R), and Amorim et al.
stressed that categorization enables measurable criteria,
very much in support of our focus on data requirements.11

They envisioned knowledge-based risk management to be
developed with omics data, but in our interpretation this
framework does not necessarily involve omics testing at low
TRL for AdMa screening. Instead, a recent ASTM standard
for SSbD innovation in one specific application was the
first to consider the cost of performing SSbD screenings,
and established that the tiered assessment is adjusted to
the available funding and the innovation stage.27

A recent overview of lifecycle-derived approaches to SSbD
during the early phases of innovation was excellent
structured by Subramanian et al.13 They assigned lifecycle
thinking from TRL 1, ex ante LCA and in silico or in vitro
screenings of hazard from TRL 3, but actual risk assessment
with uncertainty estimation only from the pilot phase with
TRL 7.13 The initial focus on lifecycle thinking and the
assignment of tools to innovation phases matches our
assignment in Table 1. Subramanian et al. furthermore
supported that full LCA and regulatory risk assessment is
only possible from TRL 9.13
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Differing from the more tiered approaches by AMEA and
by Subramanian et al., the approach by Pizzol et al.,
confronts the user with a list of more than 150 questions,
trying to cover all SSbD dimensions from the earliest
innovation phases.85 Their questions were derived from the
original draft of the regulatory awareness tool Early4AdMa86

(revised since then, see section 3.3). A comparison between
CoMa and AdMa was introduced, including a consideration
of uncertainty from “I do not know” answers. AMEA agrees
with Pizzol et al. that the SSbD approach must be always
comparative, and is consistent with their assessment if “a
modified MCNM or the respective product performs better in
terms of safety, functionality and sustainability performance
than another SSbD design alternative or than a conventional
material/product that has the same or a similar function”.
However, the experience from an OECD workshop on the
example of aerogel-fiber-mats (see the exemplification in
section 3.4) highlighted that some of the more than 150
questions of the original Early4AdMa and the Pizzol et al.
approaches could not be answered at all, whereas many
required expert judgment and the use of generic answers (see
section 2.2) that grouped the entire sector of façade
insulation, or grouped the entire category of aerogels.
Without prioritization of hot spots leading to specific data
for each SSbD version (see section 2.2), the assessment also
did not provide SSbD feedback for design optimization. We
believe that fewer, more targeted questions are needed.77

One should add that the cost of the entire R&D project
(including SSbD screenings) compared to the expected
commercial value are important for industrial decision-
making.42

All of the assessment frameworks consider exposure, and
mention the specific lessons from nanomaterials,2 but the
SERENADE project most prominently explored risk
management by exposure reduction.68 Using commercially
relevant products, an alternative kind of categorization was
posited, namely that “products within a given application will
undergo similar or identical exposure and hazard” to identify
“risk linked to a specific type of use rather than the type of
material”.68 This thinking is highly consistent with the AMEA
logic starting from the P-A-R to identify hot spots (Table 1)
and SSbD challenges (section 3.2), and can be further
supported with studies that group by use and matrix (instead
of grouping by contained particles).87

The frequent characteristic of AdMa as being multi-
component materials was recognized by many as challenge,
and was often selected as case study to derive AdMa
approaches.11,12,85,88 Also some of the present cases (Fig. 4
and 5) address this challenge. The insufficient prediction of a
MCNM effect by the effects of individual components, the
potential transformation and mixture toxicity were raised as
concern.11,12 Interestingly, not only some AdMa are MC, but
also some of the most conventional materials, e.g. stainless
steel: alloys are MC materials by definition, and the testing
for selective leaching and transformation from steel has been
recognised as relevant.89 Hence, the recommendations of

Box 3: Comparative screening of sustainability
concerns and sustainability benefits

AdMa often substitute CoMa, with the specific design target to
remediate the CoMa deficiencies in certain dimensions of SSbD.33 The
assessment for SSbD at lab phase can be guided by the comparison to
the CoMa for the same P-A-R. Using selected categories from Fig. 2,
this could be done as follows (notes on AdMa in italic):

• Coatings: can contain particles (conventional nanomaterials such as
pigments and fillers)

∘ Typical SSbD concerns from solvent content, from dust generation
during production of raw materials (pigment), from lifecycle releases
(sanding dust) during repair operations

∘ Typical SSbD benefit from extended service life of coated part

∘ Advanced if e.g. self-healing – does it change SSbD concerns &
benefits?

• Paints: always contain particles (conventional non-nano-materials
such as TiO2, or natural nanomaterials such as Kaolin, or conventional
engineered nanomaterials such as silica)

∘ Typical SSbD concerns from waste release (primary microplastic) or
weathering (secondary micropl.)

∘ Typical SSbD benefit from water-borne formulation (no solvents)

∘ Advanced if e.g. anti-soiling or based on dendrimers – does it change
SSbD concerns & benefits?

• Rubber: in most cases contain fillers (Carbon Black, silica), which are
conventional nanomaterials

∘ Typical SSbD concern from raw materials (truck tire: natural rubber),
from wear (secondary microplastics)

∘ Advanced if e.g. low-wear tires (by rationally designed HD-silica
grades, see OECD reports)

• Metal alloys (typically not nano-enabled, not typically handled as
small particle)

∘ Typical SSbD concern from raw materials (rare metals, mining
operations, embodied energy)

∘ Advanced e.g. if shape-memory, if replacing cobalt, etc. – does it
change SSbD concerns & benefits?

• Plastics: most are not nano-enabled, but can contain particle and
fiber fillers

∘ Typical SSbD concern from raw materials (oil & gas) and from lack of
circularity

∘ Typical SSbD benefit from light weight function, packaging barrier
function

∘ Advanced if e.g. biobased, recyclable, biodegrading – does it change
SSbD concerns & benefits?
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Table 1 apply in a comparative manner to CoMa and AdMa
alike.

Finally, it is noted that AdMa categories exist with entirely
different SSbD concerns and benefits, and hence entirely
different priorities may arise during the earliest innovation
phases. For example, a SSbD framework assessed innovative
plastic food packaging primarily by packaging performance
(preventing food loss),8 aspects of circularity, and
environmental footprint, but not by hazard.90

3.2. Comparison of AMEA to the European Commission's
SSbD framework draft

The EU Commission has recommended a guidance
framework establishing definitions of both “safety” and
“sustainability” to foster substitutions for chemical products
that may be phased out through stricter regulations. This
includes a two-year test period. However, case studies have
shown that even for established and REACH-registered CoMa
(TRL 9), the data requirements for the four dimensions of
the framework could not be fulfilled.63 We consider this a
serious shortcoming and concluded that between ideation
and registration, a gradual transition from guiding principles
to initial SSbD screening, to full SSbD assessment must be
made. Hence, the AMEA follows this structure. It begins at
ideation phase with design principles (Table 1), in line with
the JRC draft framework. The categorisation (Fig. 2) and
description of product, application, region (P-A-R)33 has value
in focusing the screenings in the next phases (business case,
lab phase) on the hot spots that are all-too-often known for
specific products and applications (Box 3). The present
approach guides the sustainability screening by
categorization (see section 2.1 and Box 3), and guides the
safety screening by Table 1. The general recommendations at
early phases (up to lab phase), and also the specific
recommendations for AdMa and nanomaterials, can be
mapped onto the five steps of the JRC draft framework, as
shown in Fig. SI_4.† The focus on hot spots, intended uses,
and specific concerns of the P-A-R imply that elements of
steps 4 and 5 precede and guide all other screenings. This is
in line with the current industry best practice of assessing
the most sensitive of the intended uses.32 By considering
both exposure and hazard (Table 1, Fig. SI_4†), the
screenings remain risk-based, covering the full life cycle in
line with chemical and environmental regulations. A full LCA
(by ISO14040/ISO 14044) is impossible for a new material for
a new application,13 but if the material category is known,
elements of step 4 can be approximated e.g. by the SPERC
from a CoMa for the same application.

The assessment for SSbD at lab phase must still remain
lean (because the overall probability of launch is low,
especially for AdMa), such that no full guideline tests can be
performed. Only during pilot & launch phases, all
dimensions of SSbD can be addressed, because the raw
materials, production processes, uses and end-of-life options
are defined during these phases. Those R&D projects that

survive to the launch on market are then seamlessly
integrated in the portfolio sustainability assessment (PSA) of
all products on the market, because our screening criteria are
derived from the SSbD methodology on the PSA.32,33

With respect to the United Nations Sustainable
Development goals,8 and in line with the EU-SRIP,91 AdMa
should be assessed for their potential positive contribution to
climate change & energy, resource efficiency, circular
economy, pollution reduction, water protection, biodiversity,
zero hunger & poverty, health & safety. Sustainability of AdMa
on one hand relies on minimum resource consumption,
maximum performance, long service life, ease of recycling.
Performance in the intended functionality is a prerequisite
for further development, as it is increasingly recognised by
SSbD approaches.83 Sustainability on the other hand relies
on safety and a holistic lifecycle assessment. The assessment
must consider the potential benefits of the material during
the use phase on the integration in the final product (Box 3).
Specifically for the above case studies, for the aerogel-fiber-
mats, the energy savings by insulation must be considered,
or for the perovskites, the cleaner air from exhaust catalysts.
The weighing of sustainability benefits is not entirely clear in
the drafted JRC SSbD framework yet.

When an early innovation phase is completed, the safety
screenings may have indicated properties of a “most
hazardous substance”, for which the JRC draft framework,63

and also industrial best practice,30,32 do not support the
launch to the market. But during R&D, no fixed criteria
should prevent the innovator from taking the commercial
risk to proceed to the next phase. The innovator can then try
to overturn the screening result by higher-tier testing and
data, in order to evaluate safe uses and to successfully
register before launch. It is common practice that tiered
testing schemes overturn initial prioritization,39 e.g.
overturning groupings of intrinsic structure by testing the
extrinsic properties.35 In analogy, also the descriptors of
economic viability and of performance are determined by
tiered methods that achieve only in higher TRL phases a low
uncertainty, but consume then more R&D resources.

3.3. Comparison of AMEA to the ongoing work in the OECD
WPMN “Steering Group AdMa”

The OECD WPMN SG AdMa currently aims to develop a
strategic approach for AdMa starting from advanced
nanomaterials. A first version of the early awareness and
action system for advanced materials (Early4AdMa) was
originally proposed by the National Institute for Public
Health and the Environment (RIVM, The Netherlands), the
German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR), Federal
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (BAuA) and
German Environment Agency (UBA) as a tool for an
anticipatory risk governance approach as a basis for the
discussions,86 and was revised recently.92 The Early4AdMa
consists of two phases, an initial screening phase (tier 1) and
a more detailed assessment phase (tier 2), which resulted
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from combining two previously developed early warning
systems, named NESSI (Novelty, Exposure, Severity, Scope,
Immediacy) developed by the BfR5 and a more detailed early
warning system proposed by RIVM.

In the first screening tier of the Early4AdMa the user is
mainly referred to the NESSI approach, which asks for expert
judgements in five dimensions, namely Novelty (entirely
novel materials or new applications of existing materials),
Exposure (expected/ estimated exposure of the AdMa or
components for people and/or the environment), Severity
(expected/estimated severity of harm for humans and/or the
environment), Scope (expected scope in either the number of
people affected or the geographical range) and Immediacy
(expected time frame until the issues might become relevant).
Each of these dimensions is scored from 1 to 5, resulting in
an overall NESSI score. The NESSI score is complemented by
some initial considerations on sustainability (e.g. the use of
critical raw materials) and on the applicability of the existing
regulations leading to a decision at the end of tier 1 whether
or not a more detailed assessment within the second tier is
required. The second tier consists of more than 150 specific
questions sorted in five major topics, namely application/
market entry-phase, safety assessment for human health,
safety assessment for the environment, applicability of
regulatory frameworks, and sustainability aspects.86

So far, the Early4AdMa has been tested in two case studies
within the SG AdMa, one of which was the HARMLESS
aerogel-fiber-mat (section 2.4) case study workshop
comparing several concepts.21,93 The strategic approach was
revised92 according to conclusions from the workshop.94 Also
the present AMEA approach takes into account the lessons
from the workshop, e.g. adding consideration of lifecycle
releases, adding more specific implications of the
categorisation in Fig. 1 and 2, as now shown in Table 1.

We envision that the “ideation” and “business case” data
requirements of the AMEA scheme (Fig. 1, Table 1) can be
easily merged with tier 1 of Early4AdMa. The scope of AMEA
is quite similar to the original NESSI scheme that became tier
1 of Early4AdMa, but AMEA is better focused on specific
products, applications, regions (aligned with industrial
WBCSD33). We furthermore anticipate that the more focused
approach of the present “lab phase” data requirements
(Fig. 1, Table 1) could be useful to subselect the most
relevant ones from the currently very high number of
questions in the original Early4AdMa tier 2. However, the
frameworks will retain each a distinct perspective, since an
“early” phase for regulatory preparedness, when first
products of an AdMa appear on the market, is already a “late”
phase for the innovator's SSbD process.

The WPMN also decided that “the considerations
within the WPMN will build on the knowledge gained on
manufactured nanomaterials, and possibly include other
AdMa with relevance to safety, sustainability and
regulatory issues considering their whole life cycle”. Fig. 2
supports four conclusions with relevance to the OECD
WPMN discussion if nanomaterials are an appropriate

point of departure to develop approaches to AdMa risk
screening:

a) Some AdMa are nano-enabled, but still not
nanomaterials by the REACH definition, and are not made
via particles (Fig. 2, top left quadrant). E.g. aerogels are not
nanomaterials by EU Commission's recommended definition
and hence not considered nanomaterial in REACH, but the
fragments that they potentially release during their use and
end-of-life phases can be assessed by methods and tiered
testing schemes developed for nanomaterials.62,95 The AMEA
recommendations close the assessment gap on this
quadrant.12

b) Many AdMa are not even nano-enabled. Examples
include advanced (e.g. self-healing) coatings, gels and
foams, advanced textiles, carbon-fiber-composites, shape-
changing/memory materials, advanced alloys, advanced
ceramics (Fig. 2, bottom left quadrant). This quadrant was
mentioned2 but mostly overlooked earlier.12

c) Not all nanomaterials are AdMa, e.g. silica, most pigments
or carbon black are several decades old
(Fig. 2, top right quadrant). Their nanoforms are now reported
to the R-nano registry,96 and the methodologies for their
registration under REACH are mostly standardised by ISO or
OECD. These materials rank high (ranks #1–5, 7, 9–12, 14–18)
in the public list of production volumes above 100 tons to
above 10000 tons in France alone.

d) Some nanomaterials are AdMa, e.g. quantum dots as
discussed above (Fig. 2, top right quadrant).

There is no unifying technological feature that would
justify a common approach to the risk assessment on all
materials in Fig. 2. In fact, materials that are not nano-
enabled are prevalent (upper vs. lower part of Fig. 2).
Furthermore, many AdMa are not based on particles (left vs.
right part of Fig. 2), including many of the nano-enabled
AdMa (top left quadrant of Fig. 2). Taken together, it is
questionable if nanomaterials are a suitable point of
departure for the development of generic concepts for all
AdMa. Instead, Table 1 proposes a structured approach to
identify the specific concern, with additional scrutiny for
AdMa, and Fig. 3 adds the appropriate choice of methods for
nano-enabled AdMa and CoMa. The HARMLESS DSS will be
applicable to nano-enabled and nanoparticle-containing
AdMa and CoMa.

4. Conclusions

The present assessment approach, termed AMEA (Advanced
Material Earliest Assessment) fills a gap for design rules and
simple assessments during the ideation and business case
phases of innovation management. The AMEA also
addresses the lab phase, where it recommends focusing on
acquisition of data with discriminating power between the
different versions of the innovative material and the
conventional material (termed CoMa) for the same market
need. That data can be processed by tools of sustainability
screening that already exist46,97 or that are currently being
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developed and integrated e.g., in the HARMLESS DSS, where
the AMEA will be integrated as entry point. AMEA has been
implemented as an online tool that provides SSbD
prioritisation and guidance for each of the three innovation
phases based on the categorization that follows answering
the three main questions (https://diamonds.tno.nl/projects/
harmlesspublic).

Data quality and data availability have often been
addressed,83 e.g. by database and read-across approaches, but
we conclude that discriminating data is essential for SSbD
decisions. AMEA recommendations for data acquisition are
derived from a categorization that enables sector-specific,
application-specific, potentially region-specific guidance, that
is consistent with industrial best practice30–33 and is
workable at low TRL phases with tiered requirements. The
AMEA approach triggers more requirements (Table 1) and/or
specific testing methods depending on the answers to the
three questions (Fig. 1): “is it nano-enabled?”, “is it an
advanced material?”, “does it contain particles (such as a
composite of formulation), or does it consist of particles
(such as a powder), or none thereof?”

The exemplary categorization of many materials classes
and their most advanced versions (Fig. 2) highlighted that
not all AdMa are nano-enabled, but also that not all
nanomaterials are advanced. AdMa have no unifying
technological feature and no common concern. Several
case studies from diverse industry sectors exemplified the
AMEA approach e.g., additive manufacturing of targeted
structures, multi-component perovskite catalysts for
automotive exhaust cleaning, multi-component aerogel-fiber
mats for façade insulation, advanced and conventional
forms of TiO2, and displays with color converters based on
quantum dots.

During ideation phase, AMEA design principles prevail on
both hazard and lifecycle considerations, which indeed can
be considered in the design specifications. During the
business case phase, AMEA asks users to identify hotspots of
exposure during lifecycle, and -if the applicability domains
fit- to apply digital tools of structural (intrinsic) similarity to
known benchmark materials, since no lab work is possible
yet. From the lab phase, AMEA recommends data acquisition
with discriminating power for the most relevant intended
use, and considers specificities of AdMa, multicomponent
materials and nano-enabled products. The assignment of
data requirements and criteria to certain innovation phases
(Table 1) must remain flexible. The incentives are clear: it is
in the interest of the innovator to reduce the probability of
lost innovation budget by tiered and early screenings that
discover potential failure due to safety and/or sustainability
and/or commercial and/or technical reasons. Accordingly, the
assignment of screening criteria is at the discretion of the
innovator, as long as all SSbD dimensions are assessed
before launch onto the market.

By mapping of the individual steps and recommendations,
it was concluded that the AMEA approach serves the goals of
the JRC draft SSbD framework, for which a starting point at

very low TRL was not originally developed. The present
material categories and case studies suggested a more liberal
approach than the strictly sequential steps of the JRC draft.
Examples showed that already in early phases of innovation
management, at the ideation phase before lab synthesis, the
intended use in specific categories and industry sectors
guides the assessment to typical SSbD challenges, where one
can assess if the AdMa changes (alleviates or aggravates) a
concern. The present AMEA approach will have to be
combined with other tools that address socio-economic
aspects, and with multicriteria decision-making to deal with
trade-offs of risks vs. sustainability benefits during the use
phase, considering that such benefits are the design target of
many AdMa.15

Glossary of abbreviations

AdMa Advanced Material
AMI 2030 Advanced Materials Initiative 2030
AOP Adverse Outcome Pathway
CFRP Carbon fiber reinforced plastic
CLP Classification and labelling of products
CoMa Conventional Material
DAMADEI Design and Advanced Materials As a Driver of

European Innovation
DSS Decision-support system
ECV Expected commercial value
GLP Good Laboratory Practice
GFRP Glass fiber reinforced plastic
HARMLESS Project acronym for: Advanced High-Aspect Ratio

and Multicomponent materials: towards
comprehensive inteLligent tEsting and
Safe-by-design Strategies

IATA Integrated Approach to Testing and Assessment
LCA Life cycle analysis
MC Multicomponent
MatSEEC Materials Science and Engineering Expert

Committee
NAM Novel approach methods
NM Nanomaterial
NEP Nano-enabled product
OECD Organisation for Economic Cooperation and

Development
P-A-R Product-application-region
PSA Portfolio Sustainability Assessment
QA/QC Quality assurance/quality control
QSAR Quantitative structure–activity relationships
R&D Research and development
SPERC Specific environmental release category
SME Small and medium enterprise
SSbD Safe-and-sustainable-by-design
TRL Technology readiness level
WBCSD World Business Council for Sustainable

Development
WPMN Working Party on Manufactured Nanomaterials

(at OECD)
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